
(Video opens with Music Playing) There is an intro that reads “Western Carolina Disability 

Services accommodates the individual” at about 10 seconds… (There is a Picture of a man 

with a vision impairment with his guide dog)…then it follows with “Ensures access” at about 

20 seconds…  (There is a Picture of young men walking down a ramp on campus)…then it reads 

“Promotes awareness and advocacy” at about 30 seconds… (There is a Picture of students 

walking to class) … Then it lists the accommodations that Disability Services offers to their 

students by saying “Some examples of accommodation are: Testing accommodations and 

alternate text materials” at about 50 seconds… (Shows a Picture of a girl in her wheelchair 

listening to her professor speak in the classroom)… “Readers, scribes and interpreters” at 

about 1 minute… (Picture of a woman doing sign language)…”The enrollment process is 

easy” at about 1:20… (Picture of girls outside of Starbucks eating lunch on campus)… “Provide 

recent documentation…Set up a meeting with us: Dr. Lance Alexis, Director, Phone 

number (828)-227-2716, E-mail lalexis@wcu.edu (Picture of Dr. Alexis in his office 

smiling)... Angie Song, Translator, Phone number (828)-227-2780, E-mail 

awsong@wcu.edu” …from 1:30-1:50 (Picture of Angie Song in her office smiling)… “And 

have your accommodations in no time”…at about 2 minutes (Picture of sorority girls holding 

hands jumping in the air)…”Our Department is here”… at  about 2:15 “To not only ensure 

you the opportunity”…..at about 2:20 (Picture of girls sitting on a wall talking on campus) 

…”To enjoy your passion”…..at about 2:30 (Picture of a girl signing for attendees with hearing 

impairments at Graduation)…”But also to succeed in your dreams”…..at about 2:35 (Picture 

of a guy graduating from Western Carolina University)… “We recognize your 

disabilities”…..at about 2:50 (Picture of students talking in a group on campus)… “But 

emphasize your possibilities”…..at about 3 minutes (Group of students walking to a sporting 



event wearing their purple and gold colors)… “So come join us here at Western…Because the 

higher the climb the better the view”… (Picture of the view of Western Carolina University 

from the top of the mountain).  


